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Welcome to the world of uncommon tours. 

A world where extraordinary places are
discovered by extraordinary people and
leave extraordinary memories in the
hearts of our guests. 
this is forever.



N O T  G U I D E S .
N O T  T O U R I S T S . We have never called ourselves

"guides" and our clients "tourists".

We consider ourselves pioneers in
the world of sunshine, delicious
food, ancient temples and invincible
castles, cobbled streets and relic
forests of Portugal.

The people who entrust us with their
vacations are our guests, not
"tourists".



who is this 
NIKITA STUPIN?



BORN IN MOSCOW, RAISED IN CANADA, LIVES IN PORTUGAL

After years of studying the history of religious cults and

symbolism of the Middle Ages, Nikita set off on a journey across

Europe in search of answers to life's eternal questions. Thus

begins the story of one of the most renowned experts on

Medieval Symbolism in Iberia (Portugal and Spain). 
GHOSTWRITER and columnist in leading historical journals,

Nikita is a custodian of knowledge not only of Portuguese, but

of all Iberian history. Nikita currently works as a consultant on

symbolism and medieval culture in several Lisbon museums and

institutions, as well as advising the Portuguese Ministry of

Culture on the preservation of the country's cultural heritage.

"I was never satisfied with tour guides. I always wanted to get more
than possible. More knowledge, more sensations, more
communication. This made me Go behind the curtain and look at
tourism from a different perspective. I decided to create Uncommon
Tours."

Not only tourism

More than 15 years of professional experience in the art of street
photography. Nikita is ex - ambassador of Fujifilm japan and RICOH
japan. Founder of street photography studio Moustache & Glasses.
Lecturer of the Department of Photography at the Institute of
Humanitarian Education and Information Technologies. Author of
numerous publications in the world's leading photography
magazines: Rosphoto (Russia) and EYE-Photo Magazine (USA), EYESIGHT
Magazine and Street Photography Magazine. Organizer of more than
25 solo exhibitions both in Europe and North America.
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tomar. secrets of
the order

          



The ORDEr OF templars, DESTROYED BY THE BLESSED Phillip the
Beautiful, in fact has NEVER disappeared from the MAP OF
HUMANITY. 
IN THE INVISIBLE fog OF HISTORY THIS MYTHICAL ORGANISATION
HAS BEEN FIXED ON THE HOLY EARTH OF PORTUGAL under the
NAME ORDEr OF CHRISt.
TOMAR is the city that grew up around the CITADEL OF THE
ORDEr OF CHRIST, built in the XII century. AN INCREDIBLE CITY
WHERE THE DESCENDANTS OF THE FAMOUS WARRIOR MONKS STILL
LIVE TODAY. 
Do you want to know the secrets of the "Park of 7 Hills",
which adjoins the powerful walls of the majestic citadel
of the Order of Christ? See the secret well of meditation?
See knights' tombstones decorated with magical symbols?
Hear stories about the underground galleries connecting
the citadel to the Church of Santa Maria dos Olivais, the
place where the Grand Masters of the Templar Order are
buried? Walk through the ancient streets of the cozy
medieval town and look into the church where the
Templars worshipped John the Baptist and, of course, taste
authentic monastic dishes in a medieval tavern?
All this and much more awaits you on our tour "Tomar.
Secrets of the Templar Order".
Our team works IN COOPERATION WITH HISTORIANS at the
Convento de Cristo citadel and is able to organize special
tours to inaccessible parts of the monument. AT THE
REQUEST OF THE CLIENT.



in search for the
grail

A tour developed in collaboration with historians and consultants 
of the Lisbon Museum of Archaeology.



Our first morning stop will be in magical Sintra. the part of it where the
usual guides won’t take you. 
Peninha. A very important place, because it was here that one of
Portugal's most famous Freemasons, Carvalho Monteiro built a secret
ritual structure at the beginning of the xx century. 
And it was here, in the walls of the ancient temple of Saturn  (or
invented much later Christian Saturninus) Knights made a stop for the
obligatory three-day meditation. 
Stunningly beautiful place, full of interesting facts and "clues"  
necessary to understand the history of the Templar Order in Portugal. 
Next is Alcobaça. the first Gothic building in Iberia. the monastery of
the "White Friars", a religious order that became world famous thanks
to Bernard of Clairvaux and its fundamental basis for the future of the
Templar Order.
Our team has been cataloging and deciphering the symbols, the so-
called "Sigils" inscribed on the walls of the monastery and we were able
to decipher most of them! 
Afterwards, we're off to our home, Tomar.
We will see and take to pieces the stunning beauty of Convento De
Cristo, the unique church-pantheon of the Masters of the Order - Dos
Olivais, the park of the 7 Hills once closed to the public and find the
real golden head of John the Baptist.
We have designed each element of the tour so that you will have a unique
and complete picture of the existence of the Templar Order in Portugal
and its importance to the world today.



unknown
portugal



A truly magical tour.  
The first stop is in the small medieval town of Obidos. We explore the
beautiful streets, taste the famous Ginja (yes, yes, the same one that was
given to Portuguese children as a cough mixture) and check out the
unique bookstore located in the ancient chapel. 
After that, it's off to Coimbra. Alma Mater. We visit one of the oldest
universities in Europe and its unique library, tour the old campus along
with the student dining hall and visit the amazing and relic-filled
Machado de Castro Museum.  
After lunch we stop by the Santa Cruz Monastery (well, we can't leave
without worshipping the tomb of the First King of Portugal, can we?)
and then go to the oldest and most mysterious forest in Portugal -
Busacu. 
Once here were found traces of druidic settlements left from the time of
the Celts, after which the Vatican has enclosed a huge wall of the relic
upper part of the forest and banned its visit for all without exception
(especially for women). 
The forest itself was entrusted to protect the Order of Barefoot
Carmelites. Let's find out why it is them and what is so special about this
forest.
We have a cup of coffee in a unique hotel, the architect of which was the
famous Manini (the same friend and associate of Monteiro, the creator
of his tomb and the famous Quinta da Regaleira).
If desired, we climb to the highest point of the forest on foot (repeating
the pilgrims' route) or after visiting the lower part, we go up by car



megalithic
Portugal

A tour developed in collaboration with historians and consultants 
of the Lisbon Museum of Archaeology. 



In the central part of Portugal there is a place that has become
legendary, covered with tales and speculations, the town where
witches were burned in the main square, the town around which the
most important witnesses of the ancient cults of Portugal are located -
cromlechs, dolmens and megaliths.
On this day we will visit and explore not only the tourist sites, but also
gain access to archaeological sites closed to the usual guides and
tourists.
We depart for Évora via the longest bridge in Europe!
Upon arrival in Évora, we will take a walk through the old town.  see the
famous church of St. Francis and its ossuary, study the strange symbols
inside, visit the majestic cathedral, see the beautifully preserved temple
of worship of the goddess Diana and see the real medieval streets of the
once great city.

In the second part of the tour we will travel back 7-10 thousand years.
We will learn the details of the study of functions and purposes of
ancient megalithic observatories, as well as several megaliths and
menhirs. We will see the famous cromlech, look at the unique Christian
Chapel erected on the base of an ancient megalith, get inside the largest
dolmen in Europe and accompanied by an archaeologist descend into
the cave Escural to examine the perfectly preserved rock art of the
Neolithic period.



lisbon. alive, ancient,
real



At UNCOMMON TOURS we have always found meaning in the well-known
statement: you can't get to know a city by mindlessly following the
tourist paths. That's why we will show you Lisbon from the other side.

please welcome Our compact tour of the oldest city in Europe!
On this day you will see:
-The once legendary Panoramico restaurant, now a true open-air
museum of modern art, on the highest point of Lisbon. A stunning view
for exploring the city
-Sao Pedro de Alcantara observation deck
-Carmo Monastery Ruins
-Commerce Square
-Arab courtyard hidden from prying eyes
-Church of the Inquisition of the Order of the Dogs of the Lord or
Dominicans -Districts of Bairro Alto and Principe Real
-The main arterial streets of the city leading from the Plaza de Comercio
-The "Golden" Church of St. Roch.
-Chiado district
-Several of our hidden special locations (for example, the smallest
bookstore in the world, which the owner will open for us).
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UNCOMMON TOURS are certified historians and scholars active in
museums of Portugal. This has allowed us to develop a unique and unlike
any other tour in Sintra.

On this day we will visit both well-known tourist places and absolutely
amazing in its beauty and hidden from prying eyes "pearls" of the
historical heritage of Portugal, its past, present and future laid on the
basis of Masonic traditions and principles of active and today's Secret
Orders.
We will see and take apart:
-The famous Quinta Da Regaleira, which we will get acquainted with from
the side of the true history, not the official version for tourists
-The second iconic building of Regaleira's creator Carvalho Monteiro -
Peninha and the oldest temple of Saturn worship.
-The beautifully preserved Capuchin Monastery, where our team is
restoring.
-The westernmost part of the continent Cabo Da Roca and literally the
last village of the continent Azoia.
-Local Miami and Portugal's most expensive neighborhood Cascais and
the Riviera



museum day in lisbon
and Belém



After an early lunch we go to see the Arte Antiga museum- unique for its
collection of ecclesiastical (and not only) art and the presence of a
large number of significant and most importantly authentic artefacts. 
Immediately afterwards we will go to Belem, an extremely important
neighborhood for the history of Portugal (not for nothing the
Portuguese often call it Capital da Capital or Capital of the Capital). 
In 2022 Uncommon tours helped the municipality of the area to restore
the historical monuments and cultural sites of the area so we have a
lot to tell and show! 
In Belem we will visit the famous Jesuit monastery and archeological
museum afterwards we will take a walk along the mesmerising Tagus
riverfront.



nazare like no one
knows it 



E X C E R P T  F R O M  A N
E S S A Y  B Y  N I K I T A
S T U P I N

WHAT THE WAVES HIDE
History is energy. The energy that seeps through the sandy threads of time from
yesterday to today, forming tomorrow. Without feeling the energy, it is impossible to
know the story, no matter how hard a person tries. When they ask me to show Nazare
stopping there for a couple of hours, I always refuse. Because it’s like asking me to
tell about my grandmother who saved dozens of lives on the operating table and this
story will have to be completed in 60 minutes. It’s impossible. For me, Nazare is not just
the biggest waves or the most beautiful wild beach in Europe. This place is made up of
hundreds of fragments, shining, bright, tender.
Photos of seamen whose lives the Ocean took, widows left one on one with their
memories, dressed in dresses that are blacker than night, a majestic rock in which
layers millions of years have been imprinted and sacred sand sparkling in its purity
under the scorching rays of the Sun’s disk, fishing boats slowly leaving for the night
and flocks of birds circling greedily over the heads of sailors soaked from
torrential rain, the sound of wind in a pine forest divided into two parts, light and
dark, abandoned church, resting alone in the darkness around which a gray-haired
shepherd walks a herd of black goats. The smell of cheap washing powder, native and
pleasant, smelling of childhood and mother’s care.
The snow-white walls of the little houses and the linen hung in perfect order here and
there. And also there is a yellow fog coming from nowhere, the wind in February,
which is about to tear off the roofs of houses in Sitio, people who are delightfully
beautiful with their light shining from their hearts, a waitress in a “grandmother’s
cafe” with an eyes colored like Portuguese autumn, swollen veins of an old man, full
of blood and stories he is carrying home a basket of fresh fish and a smile. The smile
of a man who just smiles. Smiles to you, to others, to himself, to the skies. This is
Nazare. And only after all of this the world’s largest waves, surf and handmade fur
slippers comes.



nazare by Uncommon Tours has two variations. 
A short 1-day program or a full two-day immersion tour including not
only Nazare but also some of the secret and magical places in the area.

On this day we will see and visit:
-The Black Madonna as the oldest Christian artifact, narrated by a
religious historian
-Visiting all three neighborhoods of Nazare (Pederneira, Sitio and Praia)
-Visiting São Martinho do Porto and Praia das Paredes da Vitoria
All the churches and chapels of Nazare (including the oldest church in
Portugal)
-Fish port and ship building area
-St. Bartolomeo Hill
-St. Michael's Fort and the northern beach
-Forest with wild deers 
+possible visit to Alcobaça and Santa Maria de Cos



female archetype in
cults and beliefs



to love a woman endlessly. In all her forms. Feminine or masculine.
Vulnerable and tender or hard as a rock. Striving for her roots or
losing herself in the search for masculinity. 
Looking at a woman not to see the little things, not to delve into the
subtleties, not to pay attention to the tags attached by men and even
women themselves.
Looking at a woman to see Nature. Progenitor in the truest sense of the
word. Keeper of the hearth, not the hearth of the house in the sense of
matter, but the hearth of the house from which each of us came, the dark
house of infinity, filled with love and warmth, the exit from which to the
light is always painful for everyone.

Join UNCOMMON TOURS on this totally unique tour in search of answers
to the role of women in human history.
A beautifully planned tour through the cities of Portugal, during
which you will find answers to the most intimate questions about the
most beautiful and amazing part of God's creation - woman.
We will see ancient monuments and places where the Goddess is honored
in Portugal, learn about the Celtic traditions of the WICCA, find the
principles of the connection between Nature, the Moon and woman and
much more.
The tour is for 2 days and includes the following sites and attractions:
-Nazare
-Sintra
-Alcobasa
-Fatima

Please note that in case of an overnight stay in Nazaré This tour will
also include a night forest tour in Sintra and Nazaré.



fatima.
not for everyone



1917. the last miracle of Christianity happened. A miracle that stopped
the war of thoughts and brought thousands of people to a collective
faith.

Prophecies and legends, facts from the municipal archives and
conversations with locals, visiting sacred sites of apparitions and
discovering hidden facts and details of the story of the maiden from
Fatima.
This tour is not for everyone, it is for those who believe.

Uncommon Tours will guide you through the secret and unique sites of
the wonders of Fatima on this full day tour.



the roots of christianity 



Symbols surround us everywhere. 
They speak to us in their own language, the language of silent
communication. They are visual and real like everything else in this
material world. 
Symbols are keepers of secrets and they will never reveal themselves to
those who do not seek, to those who dare not ask. 
The moon under the feet of St. Mary. Mary, whom we also call Our Lady,
Virgin and Goddess of the Moon. La Luna. The ancient symbol of the
cross and its relationship to the four basic elements, what is common
between the story of Jesus and the story of Mithras and Osiris, what is
behind the ritual of baptism and burning candles in churches, how
Christian churches were built on top of Celtic temples and how
megalithic culture in Portugal influenced Christianity. 
These and many other questions will be discussed in a unique tour
designed by a PhD candidate, historian of religion, especially for those
who dare to find out the truth.

Please note that this tour is custom made. The destinations and duration
of the tour are determined in consultation with the client. Please
contact us for more information.



medieval 
symbolism



Portugal is a giant monument of medieval art.
Hundreds of temples and many castles erected on sites once occupied by
Celtic CASTROs. a huge number of artifacts and ancient cities full of
signs of symbols left by our ancestors on the walls and hidden in
cryptic images. The Middle Ages is a time of rules, canons and prescribed
rituals. Any misinterpretation is a breach of order, and thus a
manifestation of heresy, which will inevitably be followed by
punishment. it is for this reason that every image, every symbol, every
detail has its place, its meaning, its essence. 
Why were the symbols of the Evangelists depicted in a certain sequence?
Could the Virgin Mary have been depicted barefoot? What did colors
mean and how were they perceived by the people of the Middle Ages? What
does the science of "Sigils" study and is it possible to understand the
meaning of the mysterious signs on the monumental buildings of the
Middle Ages? What was the meaning of heraldry and what codes are
embedded in heraldic images? 
After all, what was the world of the Middle Ages like and is it possible
for us, the people of the 21st century, to see the world as our
predecessors saw it?



creating the program of this tour we wanted to fulfil a long-held dream
- to CONSTRUCT a crash course in the study of the symbolism and art of
the Middle Ages, thus giving people the opportunity to study such an
interesting science not just on a computer or in a textbook, but in the
midst of the monuments of the Middle Ages, in step with the knowledge of
great medievalists such as Emile Malle, Umberto Eco and Michel
Pastouro.

A MULTI-DAY trip to the Middle Ages of Portugal is suitable for both
specialists in the history of the Middle Ages and for those who are
TRULY interested in history. 
Our tour is designed with children in mind and will be fun for the whole
family!
Please note that this is a full 3-day tour, which will include the
following sites and attractions:

-Tomar
-Alcobaça
-porto
-Braga and Guimarães
-tibaes
AND OTHERS.



photography
tours



learn
photography

Learn from the best
The Moustache and Glasses crew, founded in Toronto (Canada) in 2010,
has organized over 25 international exhibitions, partnered with
brands such as Leica, Fujifilm and RICOH Japan, created numerous
street photography publications in world-renowned magazines and
literally changed the world of street photography in more than 15
years of its existence.

Structured and certified programs
Years of teaching experience have allowed us to develop unique
training systems that guarantee results in the shortest possible time.
During our tours, we focus on the practical side of photography
without forgetting the theoretical part of the process.

from moustache and glasses crew 



photography
tours
From one-day photo walks to large-scale photography
tours throughout Portugal. 
From shooting on professional analog and digital
cameras, to using your personal smartphone. 
We can do it all.

Each program is individually tailored to meet the needs
of our clients. Please send us an inquiry and we will
provide you with more information.



prices and
important info

ALL OUR TOURS ARE SPECIAL.
It doesn't matter if you prefer a basic one-day tour with a fixed price
or if you want to design a unique multi-day experience. be sure that
your trip to Portugal will be as special as possible and will be
remembered forever. 
Our team works with a variety of family offices and corporate
clients and we always find the best options for the convenience of
our guests regardless of the complexity of the tour. 
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uncommon
contacts

CONTACT US 
+351 969 395 710 (WHATSAPP) 

www.theuncommon.net

http://wwww.theuncommon.net/

